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RAVEN PRESIDENT’S REPORT 2018
Well, it’s been an amazing ten years for RAVEN and an amazing five years
for me! As I step down from the Board, I reflect on RAVEN’s rapid growth.
Our budget and projects have quintupled. Staff and our Executive Director
worked so hard, and never gave up while tackling challenges that seemed
always to be one step ahead, new and demanding.
The need for RAVEN’s work continues to grow. One of our goals over the past
few years has been (within capacity) to expand and fulfill our mandate as a
national organization. We now have applications coming in from across Canada
and we expect this to continue. Corporations and governments have deep
pockets, and the RAVEN community’s work is crucial for Access to Justice.
In the past year we completed the new Strategic Plan which will guide RAVEN’s actions over the coming
3 years. As ever, the plan is ambitious and creative. On the governance side, the organization will be
conducting Succession Planning, both for the Board and for the ED and Staff. Much was learned over the
past ten years, and it is essential that RAVEN find ways to retain and expand that knowledge.
Another important goal tied in with our education and campaign goals is deeper understanding of the
relationships between Aboriginal Laws and the court system. The birth of UVic’s Joint Degree Program in
Canadian Common Law and Indigenous Legal Orders JD/JID becomes a valuable resource, along with our
Legal Advisory Panel. We are mindful that there are many legal systems across the country and the more
we learn about the languages, systems and cultures, the better for all. Many thanks to those who share
their expertise with RAVEN.
When you discuss RAVEN with friends and community, please remind them that the funds we raise are a
fraction of the Nations’ expenses for legal defence. The decision to pursue environmental rights in court
is never taken lightly, because the costs will take away from services and support within communities.
We receive wonderful feedback on the impact of your contributions, emphasizing the help with legal
costs and the impact RAVEN’S campaigns and partnerships have on public opinion and momentum. Most
moving are the messages we receive about RAVEN’s impact on morale: Hope rises with support for legal
defence, demonstrating a concrete commitment to Indigenous Rights, Reconciliation and environmental
health. Each individual donation sends a message of solidarity, respect and determination. Thank you
very much.
In closing, my gratitude to all the fine people I’ve met and learned from while volunteering for RAVEN,
particularly my fellow Board members whose wisdom and depth of knowledge is invaluable. Our Treasurer,
Karl Mech is stepping down and his expertise during this time of growth has been priceless. Many thanks!
Lastly, and most importantly, the Nations. I’ve been honoured to meet people who live with assaults on
their rights, their homes and land every day. Their leadership is cause to be hopeful. In the face of injustice
and devastation, I’ve witnessed dignity, courage and grace. Thank you for these priceless lessons and the
opportunity to be of service.
Respectfully submitted,

Jessica Van der Veen, President
Board of Directors, RAVEN
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MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
RAVEN’s history seems to be written in cycles of “Pull Together” years, and non-Pull Together
years. 2018 exemplified the latter. And as such, it was a year with lower revenues for litigation, but
more diversity and growth in other areas. RAVEN staff used the space created by the temporary
hiatus on the Trans Mountain campaign to expand the scope and scale of our other campaigns,
including the efforts on behalf of Heiltsuk, Beaver Lake Cree and Stk’emlupsemc te Secwepemc
Nations. This included creating new websites, building momentum in Ontario and Quebec, and
making powerful films for fundraising.
For Beaver Lake Cree Nation, with whom RAVEN has partnered since our inception in 2009, the
campaign push took our team to a myriad of events in Toronto and Montreal as we expanded the reach for donors – in
both English and French - to help the Nation with a bold court initiative. BLCN ultimately presented its case for an Advanced Cost Order in February 2019, and still awaits a judgment from Alberta’s Court of Queen’s Bench. And as the anniversary of sinking of the Nathan E. Stewart rolled into its 3rd year, Heiltsuk Nation and RAVEN’s communications director
Andrea Palframan created the powerful film Raven People Rising. The documentary captures the strength and determination
of Heiltsuk people, who filed their legal action against Canada, BC and the US-based Kirby Corporation in October. We
were also in court alongside the Tsilhqot’in Nation in the ongoing litany of legal actions surrounding Taseko’s “New Prosperity” mine. We all still await a judgment from the Federal Court of Appeal on the two judicial reviews brought by the
mining company. (It lost round one in December 2017.)
Throughout the year, RAVEN was present at a number of events and conferences, from the Beaver Lake Cree Nation annual powwow to the International Funders of Indigenous Peoples conference in Santa Fe, New Mexico. We were invited
to present at the Canadian Environmental Grantmakers Network Conference in Banff on Transformative Strategies for Disruptive Times, giving a talk entitled Reconciliation: Collaboration for Transformation. These opportunities are key to expanding
the reach of our message that Indigenous rights in Canada are tied to the notion that Nations should have equal access to
justice and the courts in order to protect their lands and ways of life.
In our education bucket, we finished the Recognizing Rights legal primer (on Resources section of our website). The concise guide to key legal precedents in Aboriginal law came about through a wonderful partnership with Pro Bono Students
Canada at the University of Victoria. We were thrilled to extend that partnership through 2018 with a trio of law students
who incorporated dozens of legal precedents into a document that will be used to create a map showing the intersect of
law and the land connected to the judgments. Because ultimately, as Thomas King and Arthur Manuel have so eloquently
stated, it really is all about the land.
In addition to the mapping project, RAVEN initiated “Courageous Conversations” with John Borrows, Saul Brown and
Adam Olsen, embarking on a new program to deliver on our education mandate (which is to provide education on available
legal rights and remedies but we simply have not had the capacity to take it on in the past). The rich conversation in September at the Sunset Labs kickstarted planning that now takes us into very exciting directions of providing online learning
through both videos and web content aimed at helping Canadians better understand Indigenous legal rights and issues.
Throughout 2018, RAVEN also undertook strategic planning to set in motion the intentions and actions that will guide us
through the next three years. One of those plans is the establishment of the Friends of RAVEN Foundation, and I am happy
to report that we successfully registered this new arm of RAVEN’s work in December. This is a way to ensure RAVEN’s
long-term sustainability, plus house funds for some exciting new ideas such as an Intervenor Fund for Nations that want
to bring an Indigenous perspective to crucial court challenges brought by other parties. The foundation could take endowments and legacy gifts as of now, but without issuing tax receipts. Stay tuned for more on Friends of RAVEN in 2019!
Finally, as we move into 2019, we say farewell to two of our key board directors. Jessica Van der Veen and Karl Mech served
as president and treasurer for so many years, it will be odd to have meetings without them. On behalf of all RAVEN’s staff,
we want to thank them for their incredible service, and will miss their energy and dedicated spirit.
We will be expanding more throughout 2019, taking on new Indigenous legal challenges, new staff to help with our expanding capacity needs, and new work with our educational program development. Our staff are incomparable – creative, visionary, caring and fearless at fundraising. The nations with whom we partner keep us alive to the ongoing work that needs
to happen for Indigenous justice and reconciliation, and inspire us daily with their ability to stay positive and forge ahead.
Thank you to everyone who supports our work!

Susan Smitten, Executive Director
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RAVEN’s vision is a country that honours the ancestral laws, rights and stewardship values of Indigenous
Peoples and their equitable access to the justice system within a thriving natural environment.
WHY NOW? Because the future depends on it.
Our mission is to raise legal defence funds to assist Indigenous Peoples who enforce their rights and title
to protect their traditional territories.
Through our public education programs, RAVEN collaborates with Indigenous Peoples to eliminate
environmental racism and foster a greater understanding of indigenous rights and governance.

“I love RAVEN for its transparency, values and motivation. Supporting them is an act of supporting our
future.”
— Sarah Archibald

“I know how I’m going to heal my community. I know the Tar Sands trial is a critical part of that, so there
will be somewhere left for us to practice our traditions and pass on our knowledge about stewarding the
land. We know where we’re going as a Nation: but we can’t do this alone.”
—Cole Gladue, Beaver Lake Cree Nation
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RAVEN PROGRAMS
Pull Together — The People vs. TransMountain
Pull Together victory! Pull Together was created as a way for us to work together
with a coalition of Indigenous Nations to defend communities and climate from tar
sands pipelines + tankers. We raised $83,831 for Indigenous legal challenges to
TMX, resulting in the Federal Court of Appeal’s quashing of the project certificate
in August 2018.
Heiltsuk —Stand with Coast Heroes
We are standing with Heiltsuk heroes to bring a polluting oil transport company
to court to take responsibility for the damage from a catastrophic oil spill in
Heiltsuk waters in 2016. Screenings of the film “Raven People Rising” contributed
to raising $35,684 for the campaign.

Secwepemc — Reclaiming Land, Sustaining Culture
Stk’emlupsemc te Secwepemc First Nation is going to court to secure Aboriginal
title to their unceded traditional territory in interior BC. The Secwepemc selfdetermination to pursue title to their lands in court is grounded in Secwepemc
Indigenous law and the concept of yecweminem — the obligation to care protect
land, water and sky worlds within Secwepemc territory.
Tsilhqot’in vs Taseko Mines
RAVEN contributed $154,700 towards the Tsilhqot’in Nation’s securing of an
injunction preventing Taseko from commencing a drilling program, holding off
the company until their appeal was heard in BC Supreme Court. This effectively
stopped exploratory drilling and road building by Taseko Mines, who continue
to use the courts to press their mining agenda without Tsilhqot’in consent.
Beaver Lake Cree vs the Tar Sands
The Tar Sands Trial was a central campaign in 2018 as we raised $252,238 to
reach our $700k goal in an effort to assist the Nation in pursuing an advance cost
award for their groundbreaking treaty rights case. We campaigned in Toronto
and Eastern Canada, extending the movement and using our strategic model of
networked organizing and peer-to-peer fundraising to engage new allies and
tell the Beaver Lake Cree Nation’s story to a wider audience.
Lake Babine Nation
We continued to work with Lake Babine Nation protect their territory, culture
and the mighty Skeena River sockeye in the face of the proposed Morrison Mine.
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PARTNERS PAGE
Please meet RAVEN’s amazing supporters!
FOUNDATIONS Calgary Foundation, Common Stream, Donner Canadian Foundation, ECHO Foundation,
Gencon Foundation, Glasswaters Foundation, H.B. Henson Fund, LUSH Handmade Cosmetics, New
Venture Fund, Patagonia, Ruby Fund - held at Vancouver Foundation, Shulamit and Aliyah Ester Krakauer
Foundation Fund, St. Louis Community Foundation, The Klein – Panneton Foundation, The Weissman
Family Foundation, Three Eggs Foundation, Tides Canada Foundation, Vancouver Foundation, Victoria
Foundation, Waitzer Family Fund, Wilburforce Foundation

UNIONS & ORGANIZATIONS BCGEU, Cadboro Bay United Church, First Unitarian Church of Victoria,
Leadnow, Pacific Wild Alliance, Provincial Employees Community Services Fund, Redwood Nonviolence
Community, Unitarian Fellowship of Salt Spring Island, United Way of Greater Toronto, Western
Organization of Resource Councils Education Project, York University Graduate Student’s Association

CORPORATE Bandidas Taqueria, Green City Builders, Comala Technology Solutions, NG Ariss Fong Lawyers, Woodward & Company LLP

BUSINESS SPONSORS Another Story Incorporated, Banyen Books & Sound, Cloud Pilots Inc., Hive
Climbing North Shore Inc., J.M. Ryder and Associates Terrain Analysis Inc., Massey Books, Mermaid Tales
Bookshop, MindMoves, Inc.
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This image was created by Mark Gauti and represents Raven in a Pacific
Northwest coast natural setting of cedar trees and a river. The face in
Raven’s belly represents the human connection to Raven and also the
connection to all things that are natural. Many Pacific Northwest tribes
view Raven as a trickster and tricksters are usually characters who will
take on jobs that no one else will; these jobs will often facilitate change,
which makes Raven a perfect symbol for groups or individuals who work
on behalf of environmental or aboriginal rights.
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RAVEN acknowledges that we are situated (guests) on unceded
Lekwungen and Coast Salish traditional territories.
Address: 509– 620 View Street, Victoria, BC V8W 1J6
Telephone: 250.383.2331 | Fax: 778.430.5479
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